
The Tehran tango 

The Turkish-Brazilian deal leaves Iran enriching uranium and is unlikely to satisfy the West. 

 

TWO leaders from two big regional powers, Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva of Brazil and Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan of Turkey, took a risk in travelling to Iran and negotiating over the country's 
contentious nuclear programme. Many said they would fail. Instead the two announced 
triumph on Monday 17th May, clutching hands with Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, Iran's president. 
But will Western leaders, pressing for new sanctions on Iran, see it as enough? 

Under the new deal, Iran says it would send 1,200 kg of its stockpile of low-enriched uranium 
to Turkey. In exchange it wants 120 kg of uranium enriched to a higher level (around 20%) for 
a research reactor which produces isotopes that can be used in medicine (typically for the 
treatment of cancer), within a year. 

If this sounds familiar, it is because the outlines of the deal are close to those struck last 
October between France, Russia, Iran and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), 
with American support. Under that plan, 1,200kg of uranium would have been sent to Russia 
for enrichment to 20%. The material would then have been sent on to France to be turned into 
fuel rods. 

Iran backed out of this deal, demanding higher-enriched uranium immediately, and insisting 
the swap take place in Iran. Details of the new deal have yet to be hammered out, but Messrs 
Lula and Erdogan seem to have convinced Iran to give some ground on where and how quickly 
the enrichment would be done. With Iran’s apparent concessions in hand, the two mediating 
presidents now say there is no need for further sanctions from the UN Security Council (where 
both countries currently sit among the 15 members). 

Leaders in other Western capitals are unlikely to see things that way. Until Turkey and Brazil 
got involved, Iran’s negotiations had primarily been with the five permanent members of the 
Security Council—America, Britain, France, Russia and China—as well as Germany and the 
IAEA. The Turkish-Brazilian deal must now go to them for their approval.  

France's foreign ministry and the European Commission both faintly praised the deal, while 
noting that it did nothing to solve the underlying impasse between an Iran that has carried on 
enriching and the countries that want it to desist. The British government said it would 
continue to work towards a resolution on sanctions in the Security Council. 



The thinking behind the failed October deal was to take most of Iran’s stockpile of enriched 
uranium out of play, in order to create time for negotiations. But because Iran has carried on 
enriching uranium since it turned down the October deal, it has quite a lot more of the low-
enriched stuff sitting around than it would send to Turkey under the new deal (some 1,100 kg 
according to Jacqueline Shire of the Institute for Science and International Security). Getting 
uranium from 20% enriched to the 90% or so needed for a bomb takes a lot less effort than 
getting to the original 3.5% in the first place. So even if the new deal with Brazil and Turkey 
sticks it is unlikely to buy Iran much time to avoid a vote on sanctions. 

Word at the UN had it that a sanctions deal (a full arms embargo, financial and shipping 
sanctions and restrictions on the Revolutionary Guard) was near. Russia has recently joined 
America in sending a stronger signal that Iran must stop enrichment, as the UN Security 
Council has demanded, and answer the IAEA's increasingly pointed questions about activities 
that appear to indicate an interest in weapons development. This would have left only China in 
a position to veto sanctions, and China has traditionally not liked to veto alone. 

The case against sanctions, in other words, seemed to be crumbling. But Turkey and Brazil 
might just succeed in swinging other temporary members of the Security Council against 
sanctions. Lebanon is already publicly sceptical, and Gabon has called for a negotiated 
solution. Mexico may feel caught between its important American relationship and its regional 
partner and rival, Brazil. Even if none of the veto-wielders bolts, the Western coalition could 
have to scrape for the nine votes needed, sending a weak signal. 

Unless details of the new deal (a letter is to be sent to the IAEA this week) contain pleasant 
surprises, it appears Iran may have successfully repeated its old trick of widening divisions 
between the countries preparing to tighten the sanctions net around it. Israel has already said 
that Brazil, inexperienced in Middle East diplomacy, may have been manipulated, and more 
scepticism is certain in the days to come. Messrs Erdogan and Lula may not have long to 
savour their achievements. 
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